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ABSTRACT

Another use of our approach is in multiuser, realtime databases. By precisely fixing the execution times of database queries in
a trans8Ction. accurate estimates for transaction execution times
becomes possible. ‘l%is in turn plays an important role in minimizing the number of transactions that miss their deadlines [AbMo 881.

We consider those database environments in which queries
have strict timing constraints, and develop a timeconstrained query
evaluation methodology. For aggregate relational algebra queries,
we describe a time constmined query evaluation algorithm. The
algorithm, which is implemented in our prototype DBMS, iteratively
samples from input relations, and evaluates the associated estimators
developed in our previous work, until a stopping criterion (e.g., a
time quota or a desired error range) is satisfied.

In [HoOT 881. we have developed a general methodology to
obtain consistent and unbiased estimators for the aggregate query
COUNT(E), where E is an arbitrary relational algebra (RA) expression. No a priori knowledge of the distributions of atttibute values
is needed in estimating COtrNT(E).
The basic theoretical framework developed is based on the simple random sampling method,
and then extended to a cluster sampling plan for efficiency considerations. Goodman’s estimator [Good 491 is revised as an estimator for those expressions that contain the projection operation,
‘Ihe perforntance. of the estimators are repotted in [HoOT 88, Hot10

To determine sample sizes at each stage of the iteration (so
that the time quota will not be overspent) we need to have (a) accurate sample selectivity estimations of the RA operators in the query,
(b) precise time cost formulas, and (c) good time-control strategies.
To estimate the sample selectivities of RA operators, we use a runtime sample selectivity estimation and improvement approach which
IS flexible. For query time estimations, we use time-cost formulas
wshich are adaptive and precise. To use the time quota efficiently,
we propose statistical and heuristic time-control strategies to control
the risk of overspending the time quota. Preliminary evaluation of
the implemented prototype is also presented.

881.
In this paper, we discuss, for a given COUNT(E) query and
a given time quota, when to stop processing the query (i.e., the sropping criferia) to meet the time constraint, and how to use the time
quota efficiently (i.e., the firne control slrategies). Tbe time-control
algorithm determines the sample size from each operand relation
such that a query with the set of sample tuples as input can be
evaluated with a desired probability within the given amount of time
quota. Clearly, a good time control algorithm needs a precise timecost formula to determine the sample size, and also needs a good
time-control strategy to control the risk of overspending the time
quota.

1. Introduction
This paper discusses the problem of processing an aggregate
relational algebra (RA) query within a given time quota. That is, we
present a methodology to process the query “Evaluate f(E) within T
time units” where f is an aggregate function and E is an arbitrary
RA expression. This paper restricts f to COUNT.

The time-cost formula of an estimator for a COUNT(E)
query is taken to be a function of the sample size and selectivities of
operators in E obtained by using the samples (i.e., the sample sefeclivily). In this paper, we propose a run-time amroach to estimate
the sample selectivities of RA operators in a COUNT query because
of its flexibility. By taking advantage of the run-time, stage-by-stage
evaluation of a query, adaptive time cost formulas aTe proposed.
Statistical and heuristic time control strategies are introduced, and
compared in terms of the efficient utilization of the time quota and
the control of the risk of ovenpending the time quota.

Our approach is as follow? Instead of evaluating f(E), we
evaluate its statistical estimator f(E) by sampling from operand
relations in E. Given the time quota T. we decide about the sizes
of the samples, obtain the samples, and evaluate the estimator f(E).
If, at the end of the evaluation of f(E), there is time left then we
perform a second stage of obtaining additional samples and improving the estimate for f(E). We continue improving the estimate by
additional stages until the time quota is completely used.
Our approach can be used directly in single-user databases to
strictly control the database query evaluation times. The time constraint can be set to milliseconds/seamds (e.g., realtime databases) or
to minutes (e.g., an interactive environment with an “impatient”
user). We are presently using the approach of this paper to build a
database system for programmable logic controllers [OzHO 881.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. a brief review of our previous work [HoOT 881 is presented.
In Section 3. we p-se
the run-time estimation technique to estimate the sample selectivities of RA operators.
Also, we discuss and
compare the statistical and heuristic time control strategies. In section 4, we introduce the idea of using adaptive time-cost formulas to
derive more flexible time-cost formulas. We have implemented the
time-control algorithm of section 3 and the associated time-cost formula evaluations in a prototype DBMS. Section 5 gives the preliminary experimental results of the proposed time-control algorithm
obtained from the implemented prototype DBMS.
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and Previous Work

First, we briefly describe some statistics terminology. Let w
be a parameter of interest, such as a pOpulation mean or a population
tctal. An esrimafor of w, denoted by w. is a function that returns a
value, based on the observation on the sampled data, serving as a
guess for the value of v. An estimator $ is said to be unbiased if
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z(G) = w for all possible values of w, where E(G) denotes ’ the
expected value of $. We will also use the notation CL, for E(W).
The bias of an estimator $ is defined to be E(\io - \y. An estimator
is conrisfenr if the probability that it is in error by more than any
given amount approaches zero as the sample becomes large. Both
wbiasness and ccmrtifency are desirable properties of an estimator.
The variance of a random variable X. denoted by Var(X), is defined
to bc z ((X - jt~)~ ). where px is the expected value of the random variable X. ‘Ihe variance is a measure of the variations among
the possible values of a random variable. Confidence interval and
confidence level are used to describe how close an estimate is to the
true value of a Parameter. Confidence interval is an interval of plausible values for the parameter being estimate.d. Confidence. interval
is the degree of plausibility of such an interval.

/
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Figure 22

Mapping Between a SpaceBlock and Disk Blocks

value 1 in the point space. In [HoOT 881, a consistent and unbiased
estimator, denoted by f(E). is p’oposed for estimating the number

Simple random sampling is a method of selecting m elements (sample size) out of N (Population size) such that each one of
possible samples that contain m elements has an equal chance of
being se1ecte.d. Since a unit (i.e., an element) that is already selected
is removed from the population for all subsequent draws, this
method is also called the random sampling wihou! replacement.
Cluler sampling (withor~l replocemenf)denotes the selection melhod
in which a cluster of elements are drawn as a single sample unit.

of l’sinthepointrpacc.~(E)isdefinedasN.O,/m),whereN
is
the total number of points in the point space of E, m is the number
of sample points, and y is the number of sample points with the
value of 1. The fommlas for computing an unbiased estimate of the
variance of u^(E) are also given in [HoOT 881.
A set of tuples which have the same values for the projected
attributes after the projection operation, become a single tuple. For a
Select-Join-Intezsect-Projea expression E , computing COUNT(E) is
equivalent to counting the number of different groups of n-tuples
such that each group maps to a unique 1 value in the point space.
Goodman’s estimator, hsed on the occupancies of groups in the
sample, is proposed in [HoOT 881 for estimating COUNT(E).

In [HoOT 881. we have proposed to use samples of relations
to compute. an estimate for COUNT(E). where E is an arbitrary RA
expression. We first transform COUNT(E) into c i COUNT(E,‘)
using the Principle of Incllcsion and Exclwion [Liu 681, where Ei’ is
an RA expression containing only Select, Join, Intersect and Project
operations. Tben, we give an estimator for each COUN7’(,!?;), and,
thus. an estimator of COUNT(E) is constructed.

In [H&T 881, we first develop the COUhT(E) estimation
methodology based on the simple random sampling, and then extend
it to a new sampling plan which is based on the cluster sampling
technique. In the cluster sampling plan, a disk block is taken as a
sample unit (i.e., all the tuples in a disk block are taken as a whole)
from each operand relation. As a result, the Point space can be
viewed to be divided into n!iy
Di space blocks, where Di is the
number of disk blocks in relation ri, and each space.block uniquely
maps to a sequence of n disk blocks (d,, . . .. d,), where di is a disk
block in relation ri, 1 5 i 5 n. Figure 2.2 pictures the mapping
between the space blocks and disk blocks.

A relation instance I with 1r 1 tuples is modeled as a set of
1r 1 points in a one-dimensional space. A Select-Join-InterseciProject expression E with n operand relations TV, r2, .. .. rn is
modeled as an n-dimensional space, called fhe point spice of E,
such that
(i) Each relation corresponds to one dimension : There are totally
n,f~y I ri I points in the point space, where I ri I is the
number of tuples in the relation ri , assuming that the n different
operand relations are numbered from 1 to n. Each point
uniquely maps to a sequence of n -tuples (I~. .... I,), where 1; E
ri. 1 Si Sn. Figure 2.1. shows the mapping between a point
and the corresponding2-tuples (I~, 12) where. fl E rt, r2 E r2
(ii) A point in the point space, assumes tbe value 1 if the
corresponding (I~, _.., I,), when substituted into E, produces an
output tuple; otherwise the point has the value 0.

In [HoOT ,881, an estimator based on the cluster sampling
plan, denoted by Y*(E), where b emphasizes that disk blocks are
sample units, is proposed for a Select-Join-Interseu expression E.
y*(E) is defined as B (x!z
yi / b). where B is the total number of
space blocks in the point space of E, b is the number of space
blocks in the sample, and y; is the number of points with the value
1 in the iti space block, assuming that the set of sample space
blocks are numbered from 1 to b. A formula for computing the
variance of Y,(E) can also be found in [HoOT 881. In the cluster
sampling plan, disk blocks are randomly chosen from each operand
relation and evaluated almost the same as in the ordinary query
evaluation, except that union and difference operations are replaced
by the intersection operation using the Principle of Inclusion and
Exclusion in the COUNT(E) evaluation. The cluster sampling plan
has the advantages of efficiency in sampling and in evaluation.

3.
Figure 2.1. Mapping Between I Point and Tuples

Time-Constrained
Aggregate
Evaluation Algorithm

Relational

Query

The query evaluation algorithm is given in Figure 3.1.
Essentially, the algorithm repetitively gets a set of sample disk
blocks and evaluates the estimator until the stopping criterion is
satisfied. Each iteration of the while-loop is called a sloge, and
includes the steps of determining the sample size. retrieving and
evaluating the sample tuples, and computing an estimate of

a Select-Join-Intersed
expression E, computing
COUNT(E) is equivalent to counting the number of points with the
For

ff We USCthe noution E for expected value (rather than its standard notation E) IO eliminate any confusion with the RA expression
E.

COUNT(E).
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3.1 Estimating

We dehne the sclccfivtiy of a Select-Join-Intersect-Project
expression E to be the ratio of the number of output tuples (i.e., the
number of Points with the value 1 or the number of different groups
of points with the value 1 if E contains projection operations) to the
product of the number of tuples in input relations (i.e., the total
number of Points in the Point space of E). Since the union and
difference operations in COUm(E)
evaluation are replaced by the
intersection operation by applying the principle of inclusion and
exclusion, we don’t need to compute the selectivities of the union
and difference aperations.

hpuc : E : an mbimry RA expresrion.
T : a given rlnount of clock time (quota).

Ovfpur : sn atimste of COUNT(E)giva~out within T clock time units.
Voriablcs : i : the number of the eummt stagy; i = 1 initially.
Ti : the amount of cloak time left at& i-l stages;Tt = T.
/i : the samplefraetien to be taken at the ih stage.
EL.;-’ : the sa of sample selectivitiea of eperators in E obulned from
the samplesof the previous i - 1 -gas.
START-TIME : the rutting time of the query evaluatien.
CURRENT-TIME : lbe cunun time
SAMPLE-SET : . set of rsndem numbera,dmaing the disk blocks muicved up to and including the (i-l)* suge
NEW-SAMPLE-SET : L sea of randan number, denoting the sample
disk blocks dram at the presentstage.
Stopping-Criterion : I boolun variable whose value d-es
whether
fhe exccutim should tuminate or not. When TRUE, execution termimtes. Its value is initislly FALSE. and is ser te TROT?by the associated times interrupt service mutine.
P?occ&ru l&w&
Revise-Selectivides(E. i) : Computea the sar of sample selectivities of
opemorr. i.e., SEC.{-‘, based on the samples of the previous i-l
stages.
Sample-Site-Daennir~e$E~i. Ti, KU{-’ ) : detentdies the sample fraction to bc used at the iti stage.
New-Sample-Select(fi) : returns the m of random numbers. denoting
the disk blocks to be accessedat the presentstage i with the sample
fraction fi.
bagin
Stopping-Crition

A time-cost formula for COUNT(E) estimator evaluation is
a function of the sample size and the selectivities of RA operators in
E obtained by using the sample (not the input relations).
Sample size can be stated in absolute measures (e.g.. the
number of tuples or the number of disk blocks) or in a relative
measure (e.g., the sample fraction I). and these measures can
transform to each other easily. Sample fraction f is defined as
f =dtD = m/N, where d is the number of sample disk blocks
from the relation. D is the total number of disk blocks in the relation, m is the number of tuples in the sample, and N is the taal
number of tuples in the relation. For the simplicity of the discussion
and the ease of solving the time-cost formula for sample size, we
assume that eqvol sample fractions are takn from all of tk relations. Also, one advantage of using equal sample fractions for sample sizes is that the sample space blocks spread evenly in the Point
space along each dimension for a relation, and, hence, estimates with
Probably higher precision may be obtained.
Sample seleaivity of each operator Op in COUNT(E) may
be approximated by the selectivity of Op obtained by using the
input relations r,, ‘2, .... r,. In such a case, the time-cost formula
of the estimator for COUNT(B) can be used to solve for the only
unknown left. i.e., the sample size. There are two approaches for
determining the selectivities of operators :

:I FALSE;

L :=I;

Ti := T;
SAMPLE-SET := $;
Read the ctmect cleck time into START-TIME;
se1the fima intcmlpt lo T unils;
while Stepping-Ctirericn = FALSE do be&
SELL-’ := Revise-Selectivities(E. i);
fi :I Sample-Size-Daermlnc (E, i , Ti , SU{-1);
NEW-SAMPLE-SEI := New-Sample-Select(/i);
compute.an “lmprmed” COONT(E);
( by ruding and evaluating the samplesspecified in
NEW-SAMPLE-Sm.
and tuotnputing CO&VT(E) )
( cooivf(E) e.vduaIion may or may na “se the
SAMPLE-SET. dependingon the implementation ]
SAMPLE-SET := SAMPLE-SET U NEW-SAMPLE-SET;
i .=i +l;
Rud the eunun clock time inte CURRENT-TIME;

T; =T - (--TIME

(1) use the distribution functions of relations to derive selectivities of
operators [Chri 83. SACL 77. etc.]. or
(2) use pmstored statistics to estimate the selectivities [PsCo 84,
Rowe 85. MuDe 88, etc.].
Deriving from the distributions of input relations a closed
form distribution function for the output relation is an open problem,
and is not very promising.
Restored selectivities of operations in a query [PSCo 84.
Rowe 85. MuDe 88, etc.] can be obtained by preevaluating (partially
or completely) the query with input relations. This approach is sunple and may have a very good performance. However, an extra
effort is needed to maintain the set of stored selectivities when there
are changes to the database. In order to suit for general database use.
for each relational algebra operation, a large set of selectivities
which am associated with aII the Possible combinations of attributes,
input relations, selection formulas and projected attributes, have to
be stored. This approach is best suited for database environments
where only a fixed set of query types ate to be issued, and we wiU
not pursue it here.

- START-TlhiE);

endwhile;
return( C&VT(E)

the Selectivities of Operators

);

end.

Figure 3.1. Time ConstrainedQuery Evrlurtion Algorithm

The approach we use in this paper is IO directly estimate and
improve sample selectivities at each stage. We call this fhe runfime csfinuafion approach. That is, the selectivity of an operation is
estimated at run-time, and also the precision of the estimated sample
selectivity is improved at run-time (see Figure 3.3). The run-time
estimation approach has the greatest flexibility because it does not
need any specific information about a query. For the first stage, we
assume a reasonably large selectivity for each operation. and determine the si2.e of the first-stage sample. The first stage sample is

In Figure 3.2, we summarize the prototype DBMS implementation decisions we have made for our time-constrained COUNT
query evaluation, and discuss them below. A more detailed discussion is in [HoOT 88a]. We discuss only COU~(EJ type queries in
this paper. However, most of the following discussions apply to any
type of relational algebra query (given. of course, an estimator for
the query).
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Eficimt

Table of Implancntation Decision in Our F’mtetypcDBMS

used for obtaining a better selectivity estimation as well as for
evaluating the estimator for the query. After evaluating the estimator using the first-stage sample, if there is additional time left to
improve the estimator, a second-stage sample is drawn using the previously estimated sample selectivities and so at. This iterative process continues until the time quota is consumed.

Procedure

R&c-Selcctivities

(E. i)

Itpuf : E : UI arbitrary RA expression.
i : the numba of the cwrmt stage.
oufpuf : s&FL;-1 : tbe set of sample selc.ctivitics of operptoxs in E obuind

frcmtheumpleaofstageslthmughi-1.
Variabblcs :Op :a”RAapcratorinE.
se/;-’ (Op) : the sample selectivity associated with the epentor Op

3.2. Stopping Criterion

obtained from the spmplcs of stags 1 through i - 1; sdf(Op)

We now consider the issue of determining when the system
should stop processing a query and give out the result. Basically,
there are two types of stopping criteria. The first type of criteria is
concerned about the constraint of time while the other type of criteria is concerned about the precision of estimation. The simplest
criterion of the first type is to stop immediately, upon receiving a
timer interrupt indicating the time quota has been spent and give
whatever has been obtained through the last stage as the result. In
such a case, the current stage of execution, which is not yet finished,
has to be aborted immediately and the amount of time spent in the
last stage is simply wasted. Clearly, this stopping criterion implies a
need for good time-control strategies such that the amount of time
wasted can be reduced. This criterion is also referred to as the hard
fime conrfruinl or hard deadline in the real-time database context
[AbGM 881. Variations of this criterion am possible. For example,
by defining a value function for the completion tune of a query, the
system decides when to stop processing the query to get a higher
value. Criteria of this type are referred to as sofi rime consfrainfsor
so) deadlines [AbGM 881. In a hard time constraint environment,
the execution is interrupted whenever the time quota is consumed,
instead of waiting for the end of the while-loop in Figure 3.1 to
check the status. In our implementation, we have chosen to use the
hard time constraint as the stopping criterion because of its simplicity and wide applicability in the real-time database environment
However, the algorithm shown in Figure 3.1 actually implements a
soft time constraint (for simplicity in the presentation).

is the

value in tbc first stage.

ri : the opzmd relations of Op, 1 5 iS 2.
1@~~(0p)
: the number of output tuples of the operator Op at the j,
sage, 1 s j 5 i-l.
poinuj(Op)
: the number of sampled points in the point space of Op at
the jd stage. 1 5 j S i-l.
Procedures : maxinuun (I r * I, I ‘) I ) : renlms the maximl”n

“unlbu

of tup1es

in rchtion r, and r2
begin
For each opentor Op in E do

If i = 1 then

( assignthe malimum selectivity at the first stage )

if Op s ( Select, Project, loin )

seIp(op) :-

1;
( op is hLersccti0”

elss?
sdf(Op)

:= 1 / moximrun(lrl

)

I, Ir21);

else
ml{-1 (Op) := c;z-’

fuplesj(Op)

/ c/z-’

poimj(Op);

end
Figure 3.3

Initidization

and Impmvemmt

of the Selectivity

Estimations for

theRAOpentorsinE

3.3.

The second type of criteria is to stop whenever the precision
of estimation has met the user’s requirement or whenever the estimation does not improve “much” over the last few stages even though
them may still be some time left. In either case, continuing the processing of a query is considered to be unnecessary. This criterion
plays an important role in another research problem of errorconsfruined query evaluation, which will not be discussed here.
Combinations of both types of criteria are also possible.

Time Control Strategies

A time-control algorithm not only has to make the query
processing meet the time constraint, but also, for a given amount of
time quota, it should produce an estimate as precise as possible.
Normally. the larger the sample size is, the more precise the estimate
will be. That is, for a given amount of time, the goal is to evaluate
as large a sample as possible. In the run-time approach, the mom
stages it goes through, the more overhead is involved. Moreover,
for operations such as intersection and join, besides the increase in
overhead, as the number of stages increases, the time complexity
increases for a given overall sample size [HoOT 88a]. This implies
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that, at each stage, the strategy should allocate as large an amount of
time as possible to reduce the number of stages. On the other hand,
allocating large amounts of time has the risk of overspending the
time quota and may end up wasting a large amount of time in a hard
time-constrained atvitonm ent. Therefore. a tradeoff has to be made
between the number of stages (i.e. the overhead) and the amount of
time wasted (i.e., the risk of overspending). Below, there are three
possible approaches. the Single-lnrerual s~ralegy and One-al-oTime-Intend strafegy, whid, are categorized as statistical strategies,
and the heuristic drafegy. We do not discuss the heuristic strategy
here.

33.1

Single-Interval

lion among all the previously sampled units as a plausible value of
the variation among the iti sample units.
Different values for ai can be chosen at different stages. A
possible choice is to adjust the values based on the amount (or percentage) of time left. The idea is that when there is a small amount
of time left. instead of loosing time in overhead, it may be reascmable to take a higher risk of allocating a larger amount of time.

3.3.2 One-at-a-Time-Interval Strategy
An alternative approach in statistics category is to apply the
concept of one-a-a-lime intervals [JoWi 821. At each stage i,
instead of considering the risk of overspending in the whole RA
query expression, the risk of overspending in each operation,
denoted by Bi, is considered individually. That is, at stage i , we use
sel/‘(Op) (or, simply, se/:‘) for Op such that se/:+ L sel: with pro-

Strategy

Assume that we are at the ita stage. Let Ti be the amount of
time left after i-l stages, and Ii be the random variable representing
the actual amount of time that will be spent at the ifi stage with
mean u,. and variance Var&). Let fi be the sample fraction.
*
sel/(Op) (or, simply, sel/) denotes the sample selectivity of the
operator 0~ at the i, stage and sel:(Op) (or sel:) denotes the
estimated sample selectivity of the operator Op obtained from alJ the
sample results, from stages 1 to stage k combined. S.Ef.,@) (or,
simply, SEL.,f) denotes the set of seli(Op) for each operator Op in E
(i.e.. sel,! E SEL,!‘). The risk of overspending o? stage i, denoted by
ai, is defined to be P (ti > Ti), where P denotes the probability.

bability 1 - p;. i.e., P (se,/+ 2 sel/) I 1-p;.
can be derived by using the equation
sel’+
, --~,~,i+dp.i~
I

dg. is a p’&pe.r value chosen by the system (bas=d on the distributick of se/i) for controlling the risk pi.
In equation (3.3). we may use sell-’ (which is known from
the samples of previous stages) as a plausible value for P,.,~ And,
for the variance Var(sel/), which is a function of the samble size
(fraction) fi and the variation of the values among sampled units
(space blocks) at the iA stage, one can use the variation among previously sampled units as a plausible value of the variation among the
ilr, stage sample units. We discuss the approximation of Vor(sel:)
later in this section.

is satisfied, where QCOSTCfi, SELrr) is the time-cost formula of the
query at the iti stage. Note that SEL/ and, hence, fi are unknown
umil the stage i ends. Therefore, we use the expected version of the
above equation, i.e.,

We want to spend as much time at stage i as possible i.e..

T; = QCOST(fi , SELi’+)

To summarize, for each Op in E of COUNT(E). we use the
equation (3.3) to obtain selj+(Op). ‘Ihe propeny P(sel/+ 2 seljQ =
1 - pi is satisfied by sel:+. We then use the equation (3.4) to obtain

which is done by controlling the risk as follows. For a given risk
a,,anumberd
can be obtained such that the actual amount of
9
time spent at stage i wilJ be less than or equal to uri + d,$m
probability

I-ai,

i.e.,

(3.4)

where SH.,/+ denotes the set of sel:+‘s.

I

Now in order to solve the equation (3.1) for f,.. we need to find pIi.

with

(3.3)

where I,#,! is the mean of se!/. Var (se!/) is the variance of selj, and

The sfabstical strafegies. which refer to the Single-Interval
and One-at-a-Time-Interval [JoWi 821 strategies, are based on the
concepts of confidrncc infervul and level. and estimate the amount of
time to spend at each stage and, at the same time, keep the risk in
conlrol. The equality

hi == QCOST(fi , SELj

Such a selectivity sel:+

P (li 5 ki+daiG%J

fi.

A comparison of the two approaches of considering the
confidence level of the whole query and one-at-a-time for each
operator can be made as follows. The first approach reserves a certain amount of time, i.e., d,,dm,
to prepare for the extra

) = I+.

Therefore. if we let
Ti = pIi + daiG’WQ

(3.2)

amount of time to spend, due to possible underestimation of the
selectivities during the processing of the query at stage i. On the
other hand, the second approach assumes a reasonably high selectivity for each operation, i.e., selj+ (without reserving any time) to
achieve the same goal of not overspending. The first approach considers the query as a whole while the second approach considers
each operation individually without taking into account the relationships among the operations. Therefore, the first approach may have
a better control of the overall risk in query processing, but requires
more effort in computing the expected time cost of the query given
by E(QCOSTui,
SEL./)) (which includes computing the expected
values of each term of the time-cost formula) and in computing the
variance of the query cost flm
(which includes computing the
variances of each term and covariances of each pair of terms in the
cost formula), and this is a very expensive procedure. As for the
second approach, since it does not consider the relationships among
operations, much less computation (only the variance of the selec-

then I; will be less than or equal to Ti with probability 1 - a,.. To
summarize, f.tri is cbtained by solving the equation (3.2), and then f i
is obtained by solving the equation (3.1).
Note that, s (QCOST~i. SEL:)] is very costly to compute
since sel: in SEL/ are not independent, and covarianccs between
se1j.s need to be computed.
AI each stage i, one can use SELL-t (known from the samples of the previous i -1 stages) as a plausible value for SIX:.
Similarly, covariances between sell-’ ‘s (which can be computed
from the samples of previous stages) can be used as plausible values
for covariances bet en selps in the computation of the

= QCOSTtf,.. SEL;) . And, for the variance &m,
which is a
1
T
function of the sample fraction fi and the variation of the values
among sample units (space blocks) at stage i, one can use the varia72

uviry of each operation Var(sel:)),
is needed. However, in the
second approach, we do nd know what to asselt about the overall
probability of finishing the processing of the sample at each stage.
We believe that, with experience, an algorithm based on the One-ata-Tie-Interval
approach can be more efficient than the SingleInterval, because of its simplicity. We have chosen to use the OneaI-a-Time-Lnterval approach as the basis of the time-control algorithm in our implementation.

Input : E : an RA expression.

i : tbc number of the curnmt stage..
Ti : tbe amount of time left for the ig stage.
.%%I-’ : selectivitics of operators oblained from the sample of previous
i - 1 stages.
Outpul : a sample fraction f; to bc taken at the iu stage.

We now turn our attention to the approximation of Var(selj)
in equation (3.3). Let us make the assumption that the variance of
the sample selectivity se/: is equal to the variance of the same selecuvity obtained by using the input relations. Then, one can directly
use the variance formula given in Theorem 6 of [HoOT 881 for the
variance computation of the selectivity of an operation. For the
cluster sampling plan, the computation of Var(se1:) needs F*:r to
son the output tuples, according to disk numbers from which their
corresponding source tuples cae, IO determine the value of a space
block and then compute the variana using the given formula.
Unforrunately, the above two processes, i.e., sorting and computation
of the formula, are too expensive. Therefore. in our implementation
we have chosen to use the variance formula for simple random samplug (without replacement of points) as an approximation to
Var (se/(). which is explained below.

vcwiublrs: op : an RA operator.
f;. low. high : samplefractions. 0 s low 5 fi S high ZG1.
se/:+ : the selectivity of the operator Op at the iu stage.

p+ : the expected anmom of time to be span at the i, auge with uch
operator assumedthe rclcniviry srlf+.
E : a system-definedcotwant dewing Ihc t&rablc error in choosing a
k,, as class to Ti as possible.
1
‘i : a hse or an intermediate relation; r1 and r2 denote the operand
relations. and r. denotes the asput relation of the RA operaor Op.
Procedures tued :
OpCosI (r@ r,. r2. fi. sel/+) : retumb the time cost of the RA operator
the s*mplcs aaka from
r t and rz in accordancewith the samplefraction f i.

op that gmerates the output relation r0 t&g
compulcscl~+

Consider an RA expression E,. Let S be the proportion of
the points in the point space of El with the value 1, i.e., S is the
selectivity of El with respect to the input relations. Let s be the
sample selectivity of E,. Then, it is known in sIatistics (e.g., see
lCoch 771) that for a simple random sample of m points from E,‘s
poim space of N points, Var(s) = S (I-S)(N-m)
/ ( m (N - 1)).

sell-’

(Op, fi’

Ml;-‘)

: returns se/;+

of The 0peratm

op.

begin
Choose a value for d pi ;
f i := low 7 p,, := 0;
I
high 71;
while

AI the i, stage, a new sample of size mi is drawn from the
set of points (of size Ni) which have not been included in the samples of previous i - 1 stages. seli-’ can be used as a plausible
value for the expected value of sel:. Therefore, the variance of sample selectivity at stage i based on a simple random sampling of
points can be estimated as
Var (se/:) =

Sample-Size-Determine( E, i. Ti, SELL-’ )

Algorithm

1JL,~- Ti 1 > E do begin

if p,,, < Ti then low := fi
fi

F&W

else high := f,.;

+high)/2;

Hi c= 0;
for

each Op in E do begin
e/ i ri;.1 I =xecuLion 0*er Of op’r
f.
sc$!+ ‘- compu,e&~.’ I,+ (Op ,,.S1
switch

(1 - sell-’ )(Ni - m;)

O/Y

C.&e Sdea

mi (Ni - 1)

We have used the above equation as an approximation for the variance formula of the cluster sampling plan. Usually, the approximation gives a smaller value for Vur (se/:). Therefore, some inaccuracy
in tie risk control is expected. However, it greatly reduces the
amount of time spent on the computation of variance. We will see
how this approximation will affect the experimental results in Sec-

I

: p$ := p,; + SelccEosqrO.

rl, fi. srl:+);

break;
ease Join

: pri := p,; +JOinCosr(rg.

r,, r2. f;. se/j+);

break

east Union

: p,, := CL,,+ unioncosqrg.
2
1

‘1. ‘*. fi. sell+);

break;

tion 5.

case Difference : pLli := plj + Di%ferenceCosf(ro, ‘,. r2 fi. A!+);

Figure 3.4 shows one possible implementation of the Oneat-a-Time-Interval approach, which is used in our prototype implementation. The cost of the query, QCOST. is the sum of the costs
of all the operators.
QCOST (obtained during the last iteration of
the for-loop in the algorithm) is the operator cost of the outermost
operator Op in E of COUKT(E). The variables low and high wiU,
at each step, be replaced by the highest f; value such that p,i < T;

break;

eaSe Pt0jcction : #, z= p + ProjecfionCosr(rO r1 fi, xl;+);
3 I
1
‘i
end
endwhile;

and the lowest fi value such that p,, > Tis respectively. The fi
I
value that satisfies equations (3.3) and (3.4) is returned by the algorithm Sample-Size-Determine.

retUrn(
end
Figure 3.4,

The computation of self+ of an operation Op (i.e., equation
(3.3)) is given in the procedure CompuleSelj+ (Op. fi, self-‘).
where Op E ( Select, Join, Union, Difference, Intersect, Project ).
Figure 3.5 shows the implementation
of the procedure
ComputeSel:’
(Op. fi, selj-‘). which uses the variance formula for
simple random sampling as an approximation for the computation of
Var (se/; ).

3.4

Sample Size Determination

A Stage With a Zero Estimated
Operation

Algorithm

Selectivity

for an

As mentioned earlier, the run-time estimation algorithm is
intended for general time-constrained database applications. As a
result, it is quite possible that at the first stage (or even the first few
73

Procedure

Compur&lf+

(Op.f,., scli-l)

lnpul : Op : I rehtimrl dgh cpcmorin E.
Ji : the samplefractionto betakenat the i* nagc.
self1

: rclectitity

of Ihe opentor op obtGxd

fmm the samplesof prc-

vious i - 1 stages.

samples from the first two stages. In the figure, l’s and 2’s denote
the disk blocks taken as samples from relations at stages 1 and 2,
respectively. Space blocks shaded by ‘f and T denote blocks
evaluated at the first and the second stages, respectively. Let sjj
dencte the i* stage sample from relation rj with sample size (i.e.,
the number of disk blocks) “ii. The ways of evaluations, described
in the figure, can be represented as (sttustz) pq (suus&.
This
implementation is regarded as a full fuljillmenr of the cluster sampling plan in [HoOT 881. (Another implementation, a parriul
~%I’lm.snt, is less costly, and can be found in [HoOT 88a])

mj ’ the number of sample points in the point rpsce of Op at the jti
N
N;

-gc;
:thetoulnlrmbaofpointsinrhepointspceofOp.

: the number of pohnu not included in the ramplcs of the preyious
i -1 stagesinthepointspaceofOp.

begin

IIIIIlII)
1

pseri := se1 i-l :

2:

2

=I

Figure 4.1 Sample SpaceBlocks to Be Evrlusted
,i (1 - c(;,,i) (Ni - mi) 1 (mi CNi - 1));
I
4

end.
Figure,3.5. Compuurim of sefi+ valued
stages), some of the operators have sample selectivities of zero, due
to the small sample sizes. Those operations with sample selectivities
of zero will have zero as the value of the estimated variance of the
space blocks since all the sampled points have the value zero. This
implies that there will be no improvement for the sample selectivity
changes (actually larger) for these operations at a later stage. For
example, let’s consider applying the One-at-a-Time-Interval strategy
to the query COUNT(rt w r3, where r, and rg are relations.
Assuming that after the first stage evaluation, the query has no output tuples, this implies that se1tt = 0, and Var(sel: ) = 0. and,
hence, selp = 0 (from equation (3.3)) is too small. Clearly, unless
there are no output mples at the second stage (and for all the latter
stages), the quota will be overspent.
Our solution to this situation (implemented in our prototype)
is to compote a different selectivity ( > 0) for the operation using a
combinatorial formula (which is closed and easy to compute). See
[HoOT @a] for details.

4. Estimator Evaluation

and Time Cost Formulas

In his section, we give the evaluation algorithms for each
RA operator Op in COLVVT(E) query as well as the associated time
cost formulas for 0~ (which is used in the algorithm Sample-SizeDetermine).
The time control strategies require a precise cost formula for
the query. ‘Ihe time cost of a query at a stage is computed as the
sum of the cost of relational operations which use samples as their
operand relations. ‘Ihe cost of determining the sample sixes (i.e., the
lime spent in the while-loop
of Figure 3.5) is very small, and considered as part of the “overhead”, which is measured at run-time. In
this section, we briefly give the RA operator evaluation algorithms
used in the estimator evaluation, and derive the associated cost formulas.
Before deriving the cost formulas, we give an example to
show how the sampled disk blocks are evaluated in a stage-by-stage
query evaluation environment.
Now, let’s consider the query
COUNT(r t w rd in Figure 4.1. For simplicity, we only discuss

In the full fulfillment approach, the number of space blocks
evaluated
incre.ases
the
amount
by
nl,nt
+ (~$tlli)n,
+ (zznn,)nl,
at the stage s. The fulJ
fulfillment approach has the advantage of making me most use of
the sampled data, and hence it is time-efficient. The disadvantage is
that the intermediate results, from all the previous stages, have to bc
kept for later processing with new samples at future stages.
In the following sections, we derive the time cost formulas
of RA operations implemented in our prototype database management system. This system uses relational algebra expressions as its
query language, and has been extended with the new features of
cluster sampling, RA operations on samples, and the time control
mechanism for time-constrained query processing applications.
Different implementations of RA operators for samples may lead to
different cost formulas. However, this will not affect the application
of the idea of adaptive time cost formulas and the justification of the
time control strategies.
We have made a design decision that all the input relations
and all the intermediate relations are always kept on disks. This
decision is mainly motivated by our assumption that, in very large
databases, even samples may be too large to fit into the main
memory. One can also revise the time-cost formulas of this section
to give a “main-memory-only”
evaluation of samples. A mainmemory-only version of the prototype DBMS is also being
developed now, and will incorporate a version such that, after samples are taken, all data processing is confined to the main memory.
We believe that when large main memory is available, the sampling
approach with a time-control mechanism can be efficiently implemented and will be very promising for real-time database applications.
The time cost formula of an RA operation involving samples
is taken to be a function of
(a) sample sixes.
(b) selectivities of operations on the sample tuples. and
(c) a set of parameters (coefficients) which emphasize specific
characteristics of a query such as tuple sixes of sample relations,
number of join attributes, comparisons in selection formulas,
etc..
We think that using a fixed-form cost formula for an operation (i.e.,
one with ah the values of coefficients fixed) is not flexible enough to
cope with the differences in the characteristics of sample relations

(e.g., tuple sixes) and characteristics of operations themselves (e.g.,
different selection formulas). Our approach is to use adaptive rime
corl f0rmvlc.r by taking advantage of the atage-by-stage evaluation in
the run-time estimation approach. ‘lhat is, during nm-time, the cost
formulas (more specifically, their coefficients) are adjusted based on
the sample results to better fit a specific query.

Selectcoict(ro, rl, f, sel+) = cl N f + C, N sel++ C,
For rimplicity. we have assumed
above equation. If that is not the
tuples to the operator, can always
sample fraction and selectivities of
4.2 Union

The adaptive approach is as follows. First, we identify the
time-consuming steps (e.g., subroutines, procedures) of an RA
operation and derive a cost formula for each such step. Then, durtng the executim of the operation, we record the actual amount of
time spent on each step and, based on it, we dynamically adjust the
coefficients of the cost functions for each step such that the cost
functions can better fit a user’s specific query during the latter
stages. As for the initialization, the coefficients are assigned initial
values that are based on the experimental relations which (designers
thmk) arc commonly encamtered.

and

that rt is a base relation in the
case then n, the number of input
be expressed as a function of the
preceding operators.

Difference

Let rt and r2 be. two degree- and attribute-compatible relations. COUNT(r,urz)
and COUhT(r t-r3
are computed as
COUhT(r,)
+ COUM(r3
- COUhT(r,nri)
and COUNT(r,) COUfVT(rtnrz)
respectively, by the Principle of Inclusion and
Exclusion. Therefore, in a COLINT(rturJ
query, rlurl manipulations ate replaced by rt, r2 and rtr?rz manipulations, and in a
COUhT(rt-rJ
qucty. rt-r2 is replaced by rt and rtnrp
As we
can see, regardless of the opemtiar being one of union, difference or
intersection in the estimator evaluation, only the intersection opemtion (rpZ)
needs to be performed. That is, estimator evaluations
for union, difference and intersection operations, have exactly the
same time cost formula in a COUNT(E) query.

Clearly, the cost formulas also depend on the availability of
index files. ln what follows, we assume that no index files arc used
for any RA operation evaluation to simplify the discussion. We use
sel’ to denote selj+ of an operation and f to denote fi. Ci denotes
a constant, and Cj denotes the coefficient whose value is adjusted
during the run time. n denotes the number of input tuples to an
operation from a relation at the current stage. If the operand relation
1s a base relation then n = f x N, where f is the sample fraction
and N is the total number of tuples in the relation. Otherwise. n is
the number of output tuples fran the preceding operation. p
denotes the number of output pages (of an operation) written to the
disk,
which
can
be
equation
obtained
by
the
p = se1 x poinfs I blockingfoctor, where points is the number of
points in the point space of the relations involved in the operation
and blockingfactor is the number of tuples in a disk page.
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Intersect

Alprithm

In-

(rt.

rd

wn
Write sample mples from r 1 and r 2 into temporary files separately. (1)

(2)

SOII the umpla ScpMtiy,
PcrfoIrn the intpsectiw opcmions bewozn
Ihe -dy
toned samples, .* well 1s bcwcul
the -rly
md previously soned samples;
( This is doe to the full filmmau
implancntation
the clusta sxnplhg plan )
end.

ln the following cost formulas, instead of directly specifying
tie sample fraction f and the selectivities se/% of operations in the
time cost formulas, for simplicity, we use n, the number of input
tuples in the sample, and p, the number of output pages produced
after evaluating the sample input tuples. to express the cost formulas.

Fw

4.4.

Intersectian Algorithm

(3)
of

Used in Estimator Evaluation

Let nji, Rj; > 0, be the number Of tuples taken from rj at
stage i, and the current stage be the s,,, stage. The cost of the first
step is

4.1 Selection

cl cjzf

The algorithm Select in Figure 4.3 describes the estimator
evaluation for the selection operation inside a COUNT query.
Please note that the estimator evaluation for the selection operation
is exactly the same as the regular selection operation evaluation in a
relational DBMS. That is, with cluster sampling, standard relational
DBMS query processing techniques apply.
Algorithm
for

cizf

Evaluation

The cost of the for-loop is cln + C, p, where ci is the
cost of reading a tuple from the disk and checking a tuple for the
satisfaction of the selection formula, and Ci is the cost of writing a
page to the disk.

sel+) = cl n + C, p + C2

(C2 nj,lqnjs

+ C3 “j#) + C*

(4.3)

where log denotes the logarithm with base 2. Let Fji denote the
sofled file obtained from step (2) for relation rj at stage i. j is
either 1 or 2. If j=l then 7=2 and vice versa. At stage s. not only
an intersection operation has to be performed between F,, and F,
(i.e., between the current samples), but also between F,, and all
F,. 1 Si <s, and between F, and all Ft,, 1 <i <s. This is
because of the full fulfillment implemmtation of the cluster sampling
plan. Figure 4.5. shows the intersection operations to be taken at
stages s. The cost for an intersection operation between Fti and
F2k is C4 Cnli+“l)
+ c3 Pli,U + C,. where the first term is the
time for reading and comparing tuples and the second term is the
time for writing the output pages. p,;,= denotes the number of
pages written to the disk after an intersection operation between Fii
and F,. The total cost of step (3) at stage s is

do
every tuple I in the sample of relation r,
if t suisficr he qualifiution F then output F

Se!ectCosf(ro, r,,f,

(4.2)

‘lhe second step is sorting, which is an external sorting, and its cost
formula, after approximation, is

Select(rl, F)

Figun 4.3. Sclcuim Algorithm Used in -ator

nb + Cl

(4.1)

where re denotes the output relation, rl denotes the input relation
and C, denotes the constant cost for the initialization task of the
OpelNiUl. As an illustration, we now show that the equation (4.1)
can indeed be rewritten as a function of the sample fraction f and
the selectivity sef’ of the select operator (as we have claimed that
the time-cost of an RA operator is basically a function of the sample
size (fraction) and the selectivity of the operator). That is,

{zizf

z’z-’

+ C4 (“lr+“2J
= c4 [N,,-,+N,-,+s
75

[Cd

("ji+"s)

+

c3 Pj;j;

+ c4

]

J

+ c3 Plr,2l + c4
(n,,+nz,)]

+ C, p, + (2r-l)c,

(4.4)

given time quota. and the percentage of the time quota that has actually been used in evaluating the estimator. We do nol repon the
performance of the estimation, which is alrcndy reponed in [HoOT
881 in ptelitninary form, and in [HouO 881 in its full extensive form.

p22
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F,i <-> Fu : ~1 intasc~tionqmtialistobeper
r

2k

‘Ihe stage-by-stage query evaluation technique based on the
full fulfi&nmt cluster sampling plan has been incorporated into a
prototype databasemanagement system, called ERAM [DFHO 861.
which uses relational algebra expressions as its query language. The
system is built on top of Unix 4.3 BSD operating system nmning on
SUN wotkstations. We present experimental results using only a
single relational algebra operator. Results of projection operation are
not discussed in this section. Extensive experiments are stiIl being
performed. All experiments have been carried out in a stand-alone
SUN 3/60 node of the network in a single user mode (to avoid the
intervention of other processes). In what follows, each artificial relation instance has 10.000 tuples, with the tuple size of 200 bytes.
That is, each relation instance consists of 2,000 disk blocks (1K
bytes in each disk block) with 5 tuples in each disk block. Each
disk block is a sampling unit from a relation. Tuples in a relation
are tandomly distributed.

famed bawan two SIX&
filaFli
andF%.
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Figure 4.5. Intersection Opentim

to Be Fbformad at Stage I

where Nji denotes the total number of tuples that are sampld from
relation rj from stage 1 through stage i, i.e., Nji = zzn+
and pI
denotes the total number of output pages to the disk at stage s.
Therefore, the total cost of an intersection estimator evaluation at
stages is
lnlerseciCosl (roI r 1 r2. f , sel+)
= c, c/z; njr + c,
+ z/If
(c2nj,lognj,+Csnjr)
I
I
+ c4 W,,-~+Nb-t+s (n,,+nh)l + C3 PI + @-UC4

+ C,

In order to provide additional information about the time
control strategy, the ERAM does not abon a query (stage), as it
should do so in a hard time constrained environment. when the
query overspends. The “ovsp” (representing the word “overspend”)
aAumns give the average amount of time overspent (in seconds) in
hose experimmts where overspending has occurred. For a given
query, the ovcrspcnf he is the time needed to complete the very
last stage that was aboned due to the expiration of the time quota.
‘Ihe warred time is the time spent for the very last aborted stage or
the time left which is too small to statt another stage. ‘Ihis information may be important for those environments to which soft time
constraints apply.

(4.5)

4.4 Join Operation
Basically. the join operation and its time cost formula are
similar to the interseaion operation and the intersection time cost
formula since, as observed from Figure 4.6, each step is of the same
form (i.e.. equations (4.2). (4.3) and (4.4)). Clearly, the values of
coefficients and constants will be different
Algorithm

Join (rt, rd

begin
Write he sample tuplcs fmm r 1 and r2 to ccmpor~y files sepamely;
sort lhe teznporary lib separately;
Perform the join operation beweem the -t
samples and
as well as betwcm the eurrrnt and previous samples;
end
Figure 4.6.

Join Algorithm

In each of the following tables, the columns “stages” denotes
the number of stages that the query has gone through. The column
“risk” denotes the risk of overspending (in percentage) at the second
stage. The “ovsp” denotes the amount of time overspent in those
experiments where overspending has occurred. ‘Ihe “utilization”
denotes the percentage of the time quota that has been used “sueassfully” in evaluating the query, and the rest of the time quota is
“wasted”. The “blocks” denotes the number of disk blocks evaluated
within the given amount of time quota (i.e., the overall sample size).
Each row in the following tables is obtained using a different dp
value. For example, in the first row (with dp = 0) of the selection
table, (stages = 1.56, risk = 56, ovsp = 0.11, utilization = 63, blocks
= 54) represents the fact that we have chosen to use dg = 0, and the
query, on the average, has gone through 1.56 stages; the corresponding risk was 56%; the number of disk blocks evaluated was 54, utilivltion rate (including overhead) of the time quota was 63%. and the
amount of time overspent was 0.11 semnds for those tries in which
ovenpendings has occurred. Every entry in any table has been
obtained from 200 independent experimmts on RA operators.

(1)

(2)
(3)

Urcd in Estimator Evaluation

4.5 Project Operation
The cost of the first step is equation (4.2), the cost of the
second step is quation (4.3), and the cost of the third step is
~,n+Ctp,wherec~isthecostofreadingatuplefromthetemporary file plus the cost of checking whether the tuple is a duplicate
or not, and C, is the cost of writing a page to the disk.
Algorithm

F’roject (rt)

begin
Write the projected attributes of wple
Son the tanponry

tupla~ to a temporary file;

(1)

(2)

file;

Scan the temporary file and WI& distinct napler with
their 0cc”pl”cy into the output relation.

Ihe coefficients (i.e., ci) in the time-cost formula were
assigned initial values based on (i) the experiments with the largest
possible tuples (i.e., 1K bytes) in our DBMS, (ii) the selection formula containing two integer comparisons, and (iii) two join attributes
for the join operator.
The values of the coefficients
were then
adjusted during tuntime.

(3)

end
Figure 4.7.

5. Preliminary

Pmject Algorithm Used in Estimator Evaluation

Experimental

Results

A. Selection Operation

This section reports the preliminary experimental results
about the performance of the implemented prototype DBMS. It is
important to note that, here, we only repott the performance of the
time-control algorithm in terms of the risk taken, the number of
stages it went through, the number of disk blocks sampled in the

As observed from the table, when the dp value gets larger
(i.e., a larger selj+ is assumed), the number of stages becomes
larger, but the risk of overspending becomes smaller (and hence the
utjIi&on
rate becomes higher). When the dg value is 0. the risk
76

should be close to 50%. since sel:+ = sell-’ from equation (4.3).
When the dg value is high (e.g., da = 72), the increase in the overhead offsets the gain in the utilization rate, and thus, the overall
sample size (i.e., “blocks” columns in the table) decreases. For a
given risk $. the db value in the expetimmts is very high, compared
to the cormsponding value in the normal distribution table The mason is that we have chasm to use the cluster sampling plan in our
implementation for efficiency reasons, instead of the simple random
sampling of points in the point space. The amount of time overspent decreases as the db value increases. lhe amount of time overspent is always small, this implies that the rtm-time estimation
approach for the selectivity estimation and the adaptive time cost
formulas for time cost estimatiat have worked reasonably well. ‘lhe
selection operaticat was nm with a selection formula containing only
one integer comparison and an assumed maximum selectivity of 1 at
the first stage.

Time Quota = 10 seconds
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B. Intersection Operation
We have used l/marimwn(rt, r3 as the initial value of the
selectivity of the operation. When the dp value is 72. we have
found that the amount of time left (i.e., ~7%) was not enough for a
further stage in the implemented full fulfillment cluster sampling
plan, and thus the query evaluation was terminated. Similar
phenomenon was observed in the Join operation when the dg values
were 24,48, and 72. (This implies that the partial fulftlhnent sampling plan in [HoOT 88a] may have its place here to use the small
amount of time left.) Evm though the utilization rates for dp values
of 48 and 72 are (almost) the same, the number of sampled disk
blocks becomes smaller, from 54.1 to 51.9, when dg values change
from 48 to 72: again, this is due to the increase in the overhead and
the increase in the time complexity of Intersection (and Join) operation (please see [HoOT 88a]).
C. Join Operation
In this experiment, we have assumed a selectivity of 0.1 at
the
beginning
(compared
to
actual
selectivity
the
70,000 / lO,OOO*= O.KlO7) since, if the maximum selectivity of 1
were assumed, the sample size was so small (e.g., 4 disk blocks) at
the first stage that the system clock did not provide enough accuracy
in measuring the time spent. The join operation used in the experiment has only one join attribute.
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